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LUXURY HIGHLY SCENTED
BY GALA

More than just a fragrance experience.

Six extravagant fragrances in six specially designed colour  

tones combine form and sensuality in a unique fashion.  

Each of these scented candles stands out with their  

optimal burning characteristics, stylish design and exceptional  

fragrance experience. Whether as a candle in a glass, scented 

light in an exquisite transparent casing or diffuser: the quality is 

evident in every little detail. The perfect interplay of materials 

as well as a flawless, loving finish – quality made in Europe! 

Prepare to be amazed.
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SPARKLING CHAMPAGNE
S33 CREME

A cheerful, zesty fragrance of pome-

granate, white grape and nectarine 

with a hint of wild roses. Bedded on 

pink powder, patchouli and white 

musk – a wonderful sparkling, loving 

blend. 

Fragrance Pyramid

Top note:
sparkling citrus, green & red fruits 

Middle note:
peach, raspberry, rose, jasmin

Base note:
sandalwood, cedarwood, musk

Scented Candle in Glass Minnesota
with metal lid
approx. Ø 9 / 8 cm 
art.-no. 043 710

6 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 32 h

2-Wick Scented Candle in Glass Lyon 
with metal lid
approx. Ø 10 / 10,5 cm 
art.-no. 043 715

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 52 h 

Scented Lights in PC-Cup
PET-box of 8 pieces
approx. Ø 4 / 2,5 cm
art.-no. 031 122

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 6 h

Reed Diffuser
150 ml, 3 sticks included
approx. Ø 8,5 / 7,5 cm 
art.-no. 070 858

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 2 months

Scented Maxi Lights in PC-Cup 
PET-box of 4 pieces
approx. Ø 6 / 3 cm
art.-no. 031 271

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 8 h

150 ml, 3 sticks included
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PERSIMON & VANILLA
75P POWDER

This refi ned collage of fragrances 

featuring Italian lemons, pineapple 

and peach is both intoxicating and 

elegant at the same time. Soft nuan-

ces of sweet vanilla and tonka beans 

round off  its stylish, cosy character.

Fragrance Pyramid

Top note:
green, fruity, pineapple, citrus

Middle note:
red fruits, peach, coconut

Base note:
sweet vanilla cream, tonka, 
heliotrope

Scented Candle in Glass Minnesota
with metal lid
approx. Ø 9 / 8 cm 
art.-no. 043 710

6 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 32 h

2-Wick Scented Candle in Glass Lyon 
with metal lid
approx. Ø 10 / 10,5 cm 
art.-no. 043 715

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 52 h 

Scented Lights in PC-Cup
PET-box of 8 pieces
approx. Ø 4 / 2,5 cm
art.-no. 031 122

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 6 h

Reed Diffuser
150 ml, 3 sticks included
approx. Ø 8,5 / 7,5 cm 
art.-no. 070 858

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 2 months

Scented Maxi Lights in PC-Cup 
PET-box of 4 pieces
approx. Ø 6 / 3 cm
art.-no. 031 271

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 8 h
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COCO CHARLENE
14C PASTEL PINK

Coco Charlene is composed of a 

particularly luxurious fl oral bouquet. 

Its opulence arises from sumptuous 

notes of rose, jasmine and lily of the 

valley. The combination of musk 

and patchouli create a wonderfully 

feminine, unforgettable fragrance.

Fragrance Pyramid

Middle note:
fl oral, jasmin, rose wood, lily of the 
valley, violett

Base note: 
musk, cedarwood, patchouli

Scented Candle in Glass Minnesota
with metal lid
approx. Ø 9 / 8 cm 
art.-no. 043 710

6 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 32 h

2-Wick Scented Candle in Glass Lyon 
with metal lid
approx. Ø 10 / 10,5 cm 
art.-no. 043 715

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 52 h 

Scented Lights in PC-Cup
PET-box of 8 pieces
approx. Ø 4 / 2,5 cm
art.-no. 031 122

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 6 h

Reed Diffuser
150 ml, 3 sticks included
approx. Ø 8,5 / 7,5 cm 
art.-no. 070 858

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 2 months

Scented Maxi Lights in PC-Cup 
PET-box of 4 pieces
approx. Ø 6 / 3 cm
art.-no. 031 271

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 8 h
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SELECTION OF RED BERRIES
76S MOUSSE OF BERRIES

This selection features a dazzling, 

fruity bouquet that is rounded off  

with luxuriant, tangy notes of green 

apples, fresh raspberries, mandarins 

and gardenia. Surprising accents of 

cinnamon and rosewood punctuate 

the background. A perfectly coordi-

nated fragrance with modern fi nesse.

Fragrance Pyramid

Top note:
apple, green leaves, green

Middle note:
fl oral, rosewood, raspberry, fruit, 
gardenia

Base note:
cinnamon

Scented Candle in Glass Minnesota
with metal lid
approx. Ø 9 / 8 cm 
art.-no. 043 710

6 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 32 h

2-Wick Scented Candle in Glass Lyon 
with metal lid
approx. Ø 10 / 10,5 cm 
art.-no. 043 715

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 52 h 

Scented Lights in PC-Cup
PET-box of 8 pieces
approx. Ø 4 / 2,5 cm
art.-no. 031 122

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 6 h

Reed Diffuser
150 ml, 3 sticks included
approx. Ø 8,5 / 7,5 cm 
art.-no. 070 858

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 2 months

Scented Maxi Lights in PC-Cup 
PET-box of 4 pieces
approx. Ø 6 / 3 cm
art.-no. 031 271

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 8 h
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BLACK CASHMERE
69B AURA

Black Cashmere is a wonderful sym-

phony of powerful jasmine and ener-

gising thyme. Aromatic cedar and 

sandalwood combined with cinna-

mon and a sweet vanilla aroma round 

off  this fragrance in a distinctive fashi-

on, creating an intense, extravagant 

fragrance experience.

Fragrance Pyramid

Top note: 
thyme

Middle note:
jasmin

Base note:
cedarwood, sandalwood, 
cinnamon, vanilla 

Scented Candle in Glass Minnesota
with metal lid
approx. Ø 9 / 8 cm 
art.-no. 043 710

6 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 32 h

2-Wick Scented Candle in Glass Lyon 
with metal lid
approx. Ø 10 / 10,5 cm 
art.-no. 043 715

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 52 h 

Scented Lights in PC-Cup
PET-box of 8 pieces
approx. Ø 4 / 2,5 cm
art.-no. 031 122

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 6 h

Reed Diffuser
150 ml, 3 sticks included
approx. Ø 8,5 / 7,5 cm 
art.-no. 070 858

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 2 months

150 ml, 3 sticks included
Scented Maxi Lights in PC-Cup 
PET-box of 4 pieces
approx. Ø 6 / 3 cm
art.-no. 031 271

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 8 h

Top note: thyme
Middle note: jasmin
Base note: cedarwood, sandalwood, cinnamon, vanilla 

Black Cashmere is a wonderful symphony of powerful jasmine and energising thyme. 
Aromatic cedar and sandalwood combined with cinnamon and a sweet vanilla aroma round 
off this fragrance in a distinctive fashion, creating an intense, extravagant fragrance experience.
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MOONLIGHT SHADOW
49M SLATE

The delicate freshness of mint and 

orange together with warming, spicy 

notes of coriander, ceylon cardamom 

and mild rosewood give this fra-

grance an elegant and impressively 

modern aroma structure. Musk notes 

and woody chords emphasise the 

mysteriously charming sensuousness 

of this fragrance.

Fragrance Pyramid

Top note:
orange, mint, coriander, 
cardamom, citrus

Middle note:
apple, geranium, anise, cinnamon, 
rosewood

Base note:
vanilla, cedarwood, vetiver, 
sandalwood, musk

Scented Candle in Glass Minnesota
with metal lid
approx. Ø 9 / 8 cm 
art.-no. 043 710

6 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 32 h

2-Wick Scented Candle in Glass Lyon 
with metal lid
approx. Ø 10 / 10,5 cm 
art.-no. 043 715

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 52 h 

Scented Lights in PC-Cup
PET-box of 8 pieces
approx. Ø 4 / 2,5 cm
art.-no. 031 122

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 6 h

Reed Diffuser
150 ml, 3 sticks included
approx. Ø 8,5 / 7,5 cm 
art.-no. 070 858

4 pieces
Fragrance experience approx. 2 months

Scented Maxi Lights in PC-Cup 
PET-box of 4 pieces
approx. Ø 6 / 3 cm
art.-no. 031 271

12 boxes
Fragrance experience approx. 8 h
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90% of candles are bought on impulse, so presentation 
is more and more important for this category. Clearly 
structured, well-designed and inviting shelf optics 
significantly influence the decision to buy. Optimized 
visual format from a psychological and logistical 
viewpoint also have a positive effect on the length 
of time consumers spend in front of the shelf.  

We, at Gala, are able to effectively and efficiently  
create placement recommendations for the various 
new shelf modulars or give advice on how to optimize 
existing ones. We would be happy to work with you 
to develop a placement that is individually tailored 
for your customers‘ optimum shopping experience.  
Please contact us.

Example for placement – shelf layout 1 × 1m Display – ¼ Chep

200 cm

100 cm

6. Boden
moonlight shadow

1. Boden
sparkling
champagne

2. Boden
persimon
& vanilla

3. Boden
coco charlene

4. Boden
selection
of red berries

5. Boden
black cashmere

Messen 2021
LUXURY-Regaleinheit 1 x 1 m

LUXURY
HIGHLY SCENTED
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General terms and conditions
I. General information  

1. The following terms and con-
ditions shall be deemed as expli-
citly accepted by the buyer by 
the placement of the order with  
Gala Kerzen GmbH (seller). Ag-
reements to the contrary are only 
binding for us insofar as they are 
confirmed by us in writing. This shall 
also apply to possible Terms of Pur-
chase of the buyer. A confirmation 
of the acceptance of the order is 
not required. Exclusively German 
law shall be deemed as agreed if 
doubts exist about the interpretation. 

2. Terms and conditions of the  
buyer to the contrary as well as oral 
collateral agreements require the 
written confirmation of the seller in 
order to be legally valid. 

3. The orders shall be deemed as 
accepted if they are not refused by 
the buyer within 8 days.

II. Place of performance and place 
of jurisdiction 

1. The place of performance and 
place of jurisdiction for the delivery, 
payment and other disputes from 
the contract is the registered seat 
of the seller. 

III. Deliveries and shipment 

1. Shipments are made ex works (in 
the sense of INCOTERMS). 

2. If the buyer requests other IN-
COTERMS, another shipment route 
or another type of shipment and if 
this is satisfied possible additional 
freight charges will be for its expen-
se. The additional freight charges 
in case of express goods delivery 
will also be for the expenses of 
the buyer. In case of a defect to 
transport means, blockings of rou-
tes and similar events as well as, if 
applicable, with the default of the 
buyer with the acceptance or in 
the absence of the issue of shipping  
regulations we are entitled to store 
the goods at the account and 
risk of the buyer in its own or in a  
warehouse of a freight forwarder. 
The storages shall be deemed as 
fulfilment of the contract. 

3. In case of transactions against a 
release order within a certain period 
of time the release order must be 
carried out within the envisaged 
deadline, otherwise the seller is ent-
itled to cancel the contract and to 
claim damages. Each partial deli-
very shall be deemed as a fulfilm-
ent of an independent contract. 

4. Agreed delivery times will be 
adhered to. The seller can exceed 
agreed delivery times up to 14 days 
without the buyer being entitled 
to claims for damages. Neither will 
they entitle to cancellation of the 
contract. The buyer cannot refer 
to insufficient interest in delivery  
(Section 281 BGB). 

5. Each contractual partner is entit-
led to terminate the contract for an 
important reason without adhering 

to a period of notice. An important 
reason exists in particular if it can no 
longer be deemed reasonable for 
one contractual partner to adhere 
to this contract for any other rea-
son due to the person of the other 
contractual partner by taking the 
circumstances of the individual case 
into consideration and the mutual 
interests, in particular if circumstan-
ces exist in the person of the other 
contractual partner, which allow it 
to be expected that it can perman-
ently no longer satisfy its obligations 
from this contract. 

6. Events of Force Major (war, strike, 
delivery blocks), raw material shor-
tages and other events not not to 
be represented by the seller rea-
sons entitle the seller to delay the 
delivery for the length of the event 
of default or to cancel the contract.

IV. Reports of defects and  
exchange 

1. Complaints can be taken into 
consideration if they are asser-
ted within 8 days after the receipt 
of the goods. Fluctuations in the  
appearance of the delivered 
goods, insofar as such are custo-
mary for the trade or technical 
unavoidable, will not entitle to a 
report of defects. 

2. An exchange can only be carried 
out as an exception by mutual ag-
reement. Special productions are 
excluded from the exchange. 

3. The liability for defects is exclu-
ded if it concerns an insignificant 
reduction in the value or the usa-
bility of the delivered goods, or 
there is excessive use or improper 
treatment or unsuitable storage and  
influences without our fault. 

4. Possible claims of the buyer from 
warranty shall become statute-bar-
red with the expiry of one year after 
delivery by the seller to the buyer. 

5. Possible claims of the buyer 
against the seller from product  
liability will be limited to a maximum 
amount of EUR 10,000.00. All liability 
of the seller owing to damages 
due to defects or consequential 
damages due to defects are also 
limited to this maximum amount. 
This shall also apply to cases, in 
which a claim is asserted against 
the buyer by a customer and can 
assert claims for recourse against 
the buyer.

V. Price, Invoice and payment 

1. The prices of the order confirma-
tion apply. In case of missing order 
confirmation the prices of the offer 
apply. Additional services will be  
invoiced additionally.

2. The invoice is as a rule issued with 
the date upon which the goods 
are shipped and is payable 30 
days after the date of issue without  
deduction. 

3. The due date of the invoice 
has also to be respected in case 

the transport, the delivery or the  
acceptance of the delivered 
goods and services is delayed  or 
made impossible due to reasons for 
which the seller is not responsible.

4. If the payment deadline is  
exceeded interest on default will be 
offset in the amount of 8 % above 
the respective valid interest rate 
for outstanding bank loans as well 
as incurred expenses, without this  
requiring a separate reminder. 

5. The buyer undertakes to inform 
the seller immediately in writing 
about its filing of an application for 
insolvency. 

6. If the buyer is in difficulties with 
payments such as e.g. insolvency 
all receivables from still outstanding 
invoices will be deemed due and 
payable immediately without this 
requiring a written request or be 
deemed in default. 

7. The seller is entitled to refuse  
orders with insufficient liquidity or 
risk of insolvency of the buyer.

8. Changes to the costs for basic 
and auxiliary materials, for wages 
and freight charges or other costs, 
which from a calculable point of 
view lead to substantial changes 
to the costs prices, shall entitle both 
parties to request an adjustment 
to the prices. Price commitments, 
which are due to a mistake such as 
calculation errors, typing mistakes 
or printing errors, are binding for us.

VI. Responsibility

1. The Seller accepts his responsi-
bility to assure the usability of the 
sold goods for the intended use in  
particular the chemical and me-
chanical characteristics of the 
products (e.g. durability) in case 
the use and safety instructions are 
respected. No responsibility is taken 
in case of use other than the in-
tended use. The Buyer accepts his  
responsibility to inform the customer 
about the features, the usability 
and risks of the goods.

VII. Reservation of title 

1. The property to the delivered 
goods shall remain reserved for 
the seller until the full payment of 
the purchase price and all other 
receivables of the seller from the 
business relationship with the buyer, 
with acceptances and cheques 
until these are encashed.

2. The buyer is entitled to sell the 
goods delivered under reservation 
of title in the proper course of busi-
ness. However, the buyer may neit-
her pledge, nor assign the goods 
subject to reservation of title as colla-
teral to a third party until the full pay-
ment of all outstanding receivables 
of the seller. The buyer undertakes to 
inform the seller immediately in the 
event of an attachment or any other 
access of a third party and to send it 
a copy of the attachment protocol 
as well as an affidavit concerning 
the identity of the attached goods. 

The costs of intervention measures in 
case of accesses of third parties shall 
be borne by the buyer. 
3. The entitlement of the buyer, 
to sell the goods delivered under 
reservation of title shall lapse with 
immediate effect if the buyer does 
not satisfy its payment obligations, 
albeit owing to attachment, loss of 
assets or insolvency. In this case the 
seller is entitled to request that the 
reserved goods are returned at the 
buyer’s costs. 

4. If the buyer sells the reserved 
goods of the seller it hereby now  
already assigns, in order to secure 
all claims to which the seller is ent-
itled against the buyer, the recei-
vable to which it is entitled from 
the sale against its buyers with all  
secondary rights to the seller. Upon 
request the seller undertakes to 
report the assignment to its buyers 
and to announce to the seller the 
names of the third party debtors 
and the amounts of the receiva-
bles from the resale and to provide 
all information that is necessary for 
the assertion of the rights against 
the third party debtors and to 
hand over documents. The buyer is  
revocably authorized at all times 
to collect the receivables against 
its buyers which have accordingly 
been assigned as long as it satisfies 
its payment obligations against the 
seller punctually. The buyer under-
takes to remit incoming proceeds 
from the receivables assigned in 
advance to the seller immediate-
ly. Until the remittance the buyer 
has to store the proceeds from the  
receivables assigned in advance 
separately for the seller.
 
5. If the value of the collateral  
granted to the seller exceeds its  
receivables by more than 25% then 
the seller is accordingly obliged to 
the reassignment of release at the 
buyer’s request.

VIII. Processing of data within the 
meaning of the BDSG [Federal Data 
Protection Act]

Samples and drafts: With the 
execution according to samples  
handed over by the orderer or  
according to its details it will assume 
full warranty for the non-existence 
of property rights of third parties. 
Samples and drafts produced by 
us will be charged and shall remain 
our property. They may neither 
be imitated, nor reproduced, nor 
made accessible to third parties or 
rival companies.

Without the explicit consent of the 
seller the buyer may neither assign 
rights from the contract in full or 
in part to third parties. This shall in 
particular also apply to warranty 
claims and claims for damages.
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Gala Kerzen GmbH | Horst-Langhammer-Str. 3 | 91637 Wörnitz, Germany
Fon.: +49 / 9868 / 78-0 | Fax: +49 / 9868 / 78-40 | E-Mail: info@gala-kerzen.de | www.gala-kerzen.com

A Member of the GALA GROUP: www.gala-group.com


